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Preface

This book is a timely response to the emergence of controlled perman-
ent magnet synchronous motors as the fastest growing electric drive
system in both academic and market arenas. This is to be prepared for
the drive of the much-anticipated mainstream drive in the near future,
despite the fluctuating price of permanent magnet materials. Electric
AC drives, as a broad multidimensional system, are an essential part
of man’s life today in industry, transportation, home appliances, office
equipment, aerospace, etc. Electric motor control as the brain of drive
systems manages all parts of the system to meet the needs of the drive
application. Therefore, motor control has evolved as field being con-
tributed to by various disciplines, including electric machines, power
electronics, microelectronics, control theory, software engineering,
new materials, etc. The advancement in the contributing disciplines
by unprecedented research and development, has led largely to the
design of high performance AC motor control systems. The progress
in power electronics, mainly the production of high frequency, high
power, and low loss devices, and their integration into compact and
intelligent power modules has provided a determining impact on the
advancement of motor control systems as the device-switching pat-
tern is a major part of a motor control system. The field has also been
considerably influenced by state of the art microelectronic means.
Dedicated fast and self-sufficient digital signal processors (DSPs)
and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are the main advancing
processing chips now that realize the implementation of motor con-
trol systems for manufacturing and research purposes. Professional
adaptation of control theories and techniques, including variable and
parameter estimation schemes to electric machines, improves the per-
formance of controlled machines and reduces the total cost. Software
engineering has played a definite role in developing motor control
routines and algorithms, and simulation programs and packages.

High-energy rare earth permanent magnet materials, in connec-
tion with innovative motor topologies have widened the opportunities
for constructing many useful motor types, accommodating a wider
range of performance characteristics. Permanent magnet synchron-
ous (PMS) motors, with their indispensable control system, in par-
ticular, has emerged as the fastest growing electric machine both in
research and manufacturing due to their inherent high efficiency,
compactness, and control durability. The growth comes in an era
that the environmental crisis and high energy prices behave hand in
hand as the strong driving force behind severe measures for energy
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and material savings as PMS motors meet the both. PMS motors,
traditionally built in low power ratings, are increasingly being built
and used in medium power ratings now, and even are predicted to
substitute induction motors as the workhorse of industry in the fu-
ture. In addition to the previously mentioned applications, emerging
applications, such as unmanned aircraft systems known as drones,
autonomous electric vehicles, and smart buildings built in connec-
tion with contactless power transfer and the Internet, are opening
an unforeseeable era in the use of controlled PMS motors. Because
of the current and emerging applications, PMS motor control has
been the focus of increasing research on subjects like modeling with
saturation, loss and harmonics included, optimal design, and param-
eter selection for achieving desirable performances, specific operating
modes and control performance enhancements, parameter and pos-
ition estimation and sensorless control schemes, etc. These, in turn,
are demanding more credible, profound, and up-to-date sources of
information devoted to controlled PMS motors for academic and
industry uses.

A number of excellent books on electric motor control have been
published in the last 10 years, each covering the control of different
AC motors. However, none of these books focuses solely on PMS
motors, although some books are devoted to brushless machines in
general, including brushless DC (BLDC), synchronous reluctance,
and PMS motors. In addition, the books cover plenty of useful topics
on design aspects of the machines, but do not make enough room for
control aspects of PMS motors. As a result, many features of PMS
motor control systems, including major recent advances have not been
addressed sufficiently. Therefore, a growing need for the treatment of
the PMS motor control as a whole has emerged as more researchers
and engineers become involved in the field. This book is an attempt
to respond to this need by studying PMS motor control in a broader,
more detailed, and still deeper sense. The main features of the book
can be highlighted as follow:

1. A through and unified modeling of PMS motors for control
applications in all major reference frames, taking into account
iron loss and magnetic saturation, which provides a solid com-
mon basis for all other chapters, as frequently is referred to in
the rest of the book,

2. Systematic presentation and analysis of major control methods
for PMSmotors including vector control, direct torque control,
predictive control, deadbeat control, and combined control in
various appropriate reference frames,

3. Analysis and design of control systems to achieve various op-
erating modes of motor operation including maximum torque
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per ampere, maximum torque per voltage, unity power factor,
and minimum loss, under major control methods in various
reference frames considering motor and inverter constraints,

4. Treatment of a wide variety of position and speed estima-
tion schemes and sensorless control systems, emphasizing their
features and limitations,

5. Studying the identification and estimation of all motor param-
eters by several offline and online schemes, and the means for
incorporating them into the motor control systems,

6. Illustrated by about 200 figures, each fully described in the text,

7. Developing many end chapter problems as complementary re-
sources for comprehension of various aspects of the presented
materials and to facilitate the book to be used as a text,

8. Listing important classical works, in addition to selected major
recent developments on PMS motor control in form of end
chapter bibliographies.

The book deeply investigates about 70 control and estimation systems
in a coherent way, thus projecting a rather comprehensive account of
PMS motor control. Nevertheless, the author has intentionally disre-
garded many materials that are found in the literature, although they
are useful by themselves to prevent the book from losing the focus
and to avoid a handbook type of publication.

Graduate students, academics, and engineers with a basic back-
ground in electric machines, power electronics, and control can use
the book. The author’s experience is that AC motor control can
be taught by teaching the control of PMS motors first. Control of
induction and other types of AC motors can then be offered with less
effort and more effectiveness. Pursuing this approach, the book can
be used as a text for a major part of a graduate course on the control
of AC motors. Alternatively, it can be used for a course fully devoted
to the control of PMS motors. The new researchers in the field of
PMS motor drives, including graduate students may find the book
useful in systematically reaching a level to pursued advanced topics in
many branches of PMS motor control. Experienced researchers and
faculty members with a background in the field will hopefully find
the book an essential resource in their bookshelf. The book has been
authored by eyes open to the needs of developers of motor control
systems, without going through very technical materials, which are
found in motor drive manufacturing resources such as application
notes. The author greatly welcomes suggestions for a possible new
edition of the book.

S. Vaez-Zadeh
February 2017




